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Finding and winning deals in today’s ultra competitive M&A environment has
become extremely difficult. Stories of private equity firms going far down
the road in a process only to lose the deal to a competitor have become the
norm. As a result, some private equity firms have worked very hard to differentiate themselves from the competition and their strategy is working. This
roundtable, sponsored by Abacus Finance, explored how some private equity
firms have differentiated themselves, what makes them unique and how it
has helped them find and close deals.
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Charles Cox, Director, LongueVue
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Danielle Fugazy: How would you
characterize the market today?
Jessica Ginsberg (LFM Capital): The
market is incredibly competitive. There is
a ton of capital out there and so many
firms chasing the same handful of deals.
Laurence Lederer (Branford Castle
Partners): There’s no question that it’s
competitive, but the overall market has
been great for us. We focus on $2 million
to $10 million EBITDA companies; and
we are still able to find great companies
at reasonable valuations. We’ve been
around for 30 years, so we’ve seen different market cycles. In today’s market, it’s
very competitive in the larger market, but
we’re still able to find attractive companies and good valuations at our end of
the market.
Charles Cox (LongueVue Capital): There
is a record number of active private
equity firms in the market with a record,
or near record, number of assets under
management, so that in itself makes
the market very competitive. Moreover,
there has been an influx of independent
sponsors, family offices and corporate
strategics looking to invest in attractive
companies, which makes the market
even more crowded and competitive.
Eric Petersen (Abacus Finance): There
is a flood of capital chasing after a finite
number of deals. In some of the auction
processes when a banker is bringing a
quality asset to the market, you get a
spike in valuations and you get a spike in
leverage, which makes it very difficult for
firms to compete.

“Our legacy
separates us. If
we are meeting
with a company
owner who has
founded the
business or it’s a
multi-generational
family business,
our roots as a
family office
and having two
generations of
the Castle family
involved, appeals
to certain sellers.”

Lederer: Our culture and our history absolutely make Branford unique.
We’ve been around for 30 years and
were founded by our chairman, John K.
Castle, so we have that long history. We
were a family office for John K. Castle
prior to raising a fund and we have a
very strong reputation in the marketplace. Our legacy separates us. If we
are meeting with a company owner
who has founded the business or it’s
a multi-generational family business,
our roots as a family office and having
two generations of the Castle family
involved, appeals to certain sellers. The
executives and managers with whom
we’ve worked are our best advocates.
They often work with us on multiple
opportunities and a number of former
portfolio company executives are now
Branford LPs and advisors.

Ginsberg: We are unique because
we are so focused on manufacturing.
That stems from two of our founding
partners having significant operating
experience before getting involved in
private equity. They spent the bulk of
their careers at companies like Dell,
Caterpillar, and Ditch Witch and really
know, for example, what a plant floor
should look like and feel like. It’s a story
that resonates really well with business
owners who appreciate that we have
lived through many of the challenges
they face day to day. We can provide
capital, but we can also add value in
Laurence Lederer, many different ways from introductions
Managing Director,
Branford Castle Partners, LP to people in our operating networks to
helping source add-ons.

Fugazy: What makes your firm unique?
Petersen: On any one auction deal, we’re listening to
a handful of presentations. So we get to hear the front
end pitch of why firms think they are different, and how
they differentiate. It’s the firm’s DNA that will really
resonate in a management presentation.

Cox: Since inception, LongueVue has been very successful in collaborating with entrepreneurs and approaching every relationship with a partnership mentality. Our two founders were entrepreneurs, and our initial
investor base was mainly composed of high-net-worth
entrepreneurs, people who were successful at growing
their businesses. An entrepreneurial and partnership
mentality are encoded in our DNA, and our transactions reflect this unique approach. For example, we
utilize creative incentive structures with back-end
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Fugazy: If you find a proprietary deal
do you find management hires a
banker anyway?

weighted rewards for management
teams, which aligns our objectives and
creates substantial skin in the game.
Upon a successful exit, our entrepreneur partners and management teams
gain the opportunity to realize outsized
equity ownership and returns.
Another testament to LongueVue’s
partnership mentality is after we closed
our first fund, we had a series of successful exits. And the majority of those
entrepreneurs liked the way we did
business and chose to be LP’s in our
second and third fund.
Fugazy: How do you think most
private equity firms source deals
today?
Ginsberg: Most firms play in broad
competitive auction processes. A
pretty typical way to see a deal flow is
through maintaining relationships with
bankers, brokers, and buy-side types
of folks.

Ginsberg: We’ve closed two platform
deals and one add-on acquisition
through our direct sourcing process
and we have never found that to be
the case. We typically hear from owners that our story is different from other
firms and they want to get to know us
and learn more.

“By building
an authentic
relationship at an
early stage, we
are often the first
call when they
are looking for a
partner to help
take their business
to the next level,
either today,
tomorrow, or in the
future.”

Cox: We implement a two-prong
strategy in our sourcing efforts. We are
always building and nurturing our valued
relationships with investment banks with
actionable opportunities. In combination
with these efforts, our firm is investing
more resources engaging non-traditional deal sources that can facilitate early
introductions to entrepreneurs. On the
front end, we have an opportunity to
establish mutual trust and share objectives with an entrepreneur considering
partnership options. By building an
authentic relationship at an early stage,
we are often the first call when they are
looking for a partner to help take their
business to the next level, either today,
tomorrow, or in the future.

Lederer: At Branford we use an
“all-the-above” strategy. You have to
these days. We have a robust network
of intermediaries from the larger firms
to one and two-person shops. We
utilize a partner-led sourcing model,
Charles Cox, Petersen: As much as everyone likes a
so the partners at Branford are on the
Director, nice proprietary deal at a reasonable
LongueVue Capital valuation, you certainly can’t discount
road meeting with these folks, making
the bank process. The efficiency and
sure we continue to maintain robust
value the investment bankers provide is
deal flow. Of course we also look for
tremendous.
proprietary deals, and that’s when our network and our
history come into play. We provide buy-side incentives
Lederer: We’ve certainly had situations in which we’ve
for brokers to bring us opportunities even though they
entered into a direct non-competitive acquisition
may not have a sell-side mandate. Also, we’ll provide
process. But there are other situations in which a seller
incentives to our network of former executives and
hires an advisor or broker and they run a very limited
managers to bring interesting opportunities to the table
process, which can also be a very beneficial dynamic.
as well.
Ginsberg: In addition to relying on bankers, we have a
very robust direct sourcing platform. We reach out to
thousands of business owners every year and connect
with several hundred. We find that our background
tells a unique story that is interesting to business owners and helps us start to build relationships.
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Fugazy: When you launch a new firm in such a
crowded market were you consciously trying to be
different?
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Ginsberg: We launched in the fall of 2014. We have
always been incredibly focused on manufacturing
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because it’s where we came from and
it’s what we know. A great example of
that is our strong connection to an MIT
grad school program called Leaders for
Global Operations. Three members of
our small team graduated from the program, earning both MBAs and Masters
of Engineering degrees. That program
has created a really strong operating
network and candidate pool for us as
we look to add to our portfolio company
management teams, which we believe
is differentiating, especially for funds of
our size.
We also started our direct sourcing platform on day one, and that actually came
before we started building relationships
with bankers and brokers.
Cox: We try to continuously enhance
and evolve our business development
and marketing strategy. In addition to
traditional sourcing efforts, we engage
operating executives directly, hold town
hall meetings and host brown bag
lunches in an effort to educate professionals and prospects on the potential of
a private equity partnership.
In a very crowded and competitive market, we are always open to building new
relationships and telling the LongueVue
story. We strive to take every meeting
and are not afraid of kissing a few frogs
along the way. Recently, we have done a
great job of covering our backyard and
finding talented entrepreneurs that are
open to a private equity partner.

management teams and it has created
a very successful track record for us.
The CEOs from former LongueVue portfolio companies are our best references.
Lederer: Our track record of success is
the best calling card. When sellers hear
how our former portfolio companies
have done, hear from former managers
that have worked with Branford and
are still involved with our firm, and hear
about the returns that were generated,
that’s what gets folks interested.

“We’re not going
to buy your
business, close
your plant, and
fire your people.
We are going
to invest in your
company, develop
your people, grow
your business, and
really do right
by your legacy.
That’s the picture
of private equity
we are trying to
portray.”
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Ginsberg: Private equity has a bad rap
in a lot of circles. We see it as part of our job to tell a
different story. We’re not scary. We’re not going to buy
your business, close your plant, and fire your people.
We are going to invest in your company, develop your
people, grow your business, and really do right by your
legacy. That’s the picture of private equity we are trying
to portray.
Cox: From the beginning we decided to be very handson, proactive and accessible. We work closely with our

Fugazy: What resonates with lenders?
Petersen: The word DNA keeps popping
up over and over. I think what is different is what’s not replicable by other
firms. We talked about the process,
the machinery for sourcing deals, but
underlying the processes and procedures there has to be something distinct
and unique about a firm that actually
makes them stand out. You can’t easily
replicate a 30-plus year track record,
specific operating roles, or an operationally entrepreneurial background,
for example, without actually having
invested in and lived those experiences.
Fugazy: Other than price, what
resonates with bankers?

Lederer: They want certainty to close,
especially at our end of the market.
In the $2 million to $10 million EBITDA
Jessica Ginsberg, range you’ve got independent sponsors
Vice President,
LFM Capital and other similar bidders. It can be a
bit of the Wild West. Obviously price is
going to be the major factor, but firm
reputation and confidence of close go a long way.
Ginsberg: We think our focus on manufacturing and
operations helps us stay front of mind with investment
bankers. They know our story speaks well to business
owners and they also appreciate having someone at
the table that can bring operating expertise and a strategic vision, not just financial improvements.
Cox: As a firm, we strive to have open and honest
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has helped us. We try to be as flexible
as we can with different situations.

communication at all times, and we
believe this style resonates with investment bankers when price may not be the
primary objective for a transaction. As a
result, this approach has led to a number
of pre-process introductions.

Cox: We certainly do not want to get
painted into a corner. But I think partnership relationships are what we focus
on. And it happens that most of your
key relationships are in some proximity
to where you’re headquarters are at a
point in time. We’ve done a tremendous
job in cultivating those relationships
and actionable opportunities.

Fugazy: Do you find firms trying to
replicate what you’re doing and is that
even possible?
Ginsberg: Firms are definitely being more
proactive in seeking out proprietary deals
– I think launching a direct sourcing platform can be intimidating and is a little
like finding a needle in a haystack, but we
are very committed to keep looking.
Lederer: You can’t replicate the 30-year
history of Branford Castle or the decades
that John K. Castle has spent as a leader
and innovator in the private equity industry. I think that is well-received by the
banking community and by sellers when
they understand our track record. People
do try to copy each other in this market,
but you can’t copy that kind of history
and firm reputation.
Cox: We have many relationships in the
Southeast, but we invest coast to coast.
The constant theme and differentiator
in winning deals has been our fit with
management and commitment to partnership.

“You can’t easily
replicate a 30plus year track
record, specific
operating roles, or
an operationally
entrepreneurial
background,
for example,
without actually
having invested
in and lived those
experiences.”

Fugazy: Where do you see things
headed in the near future for the
industry?
Lederer: Fortunately in our end of the
market, there are enough great small
companies and we can find them at
reasonable valuations. We don’t try to
necessarily predict exactly what’s going
to change in the private equity market
overall, but Branford’s model has been
able to continue to surface these really
nice companies. We expect that to
continue into the future.

Petersen: I don’t think it will get less
crowded or less competitive either.
For firms that raise capital, there is a
pretty defined deployment and return
cycle, so it will not turn for a year or 18
Eric Petersen,
Senior Vice President, months; it takes time.
Abacus Finance

Cox: We plan to stick to our knitting
as we move forward. We are situationdriven, opportunistic value investors,
and we are very prudent with the way we leverage our
businesses. In a hyper-competitive market, you have
to continue to evolve your sourcing strategy. Whether
your positioning is through sector, geography, culture or
history, you need to clearly promote your brand. When
you leave a meeting, your message must resonate.

Fugazy: Do you ever find that you’re too
specialized?
Ginsberg: We look at manufacturing through a broad
lens – we see everything from general industrial deals,
which are very comfortable for us, to companies that
make medical or food-related products. We are also
very flexible in terms of the situations or stories we
will invest in. We don’t have a recipe; we look at each
deal on its own. A great example of that is management dynamic. We are really open to looking at deals
where management is transitioning out and we need to
bring in new people from day one. We are also always
excited to partner with the existing teams who want to
stay on and grow their businesses. Being open-minded

Ginsberg: I agree. We’re constantly trying to sharpen
our pencil on what we do and how we do it. The direct
sourcing process is a great example of that. We are
constantly updating our messaging and changing the
processes on the back end to make sure we are as effective as we can be.
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when you start to rank those different equity sources, a
Lederer: We continue to see activity from independent
committed fund and family offices tend to do well. And
sponsors. Branford is open to working with different
then when you get to independent sponsors, it can be
kinds of independent sponsors. They may have a deal
a little more challenging. It does weigh
ready, but they need funding and if they
have the right expertise we’re happy to
“Fortunately in our into our underwriting where the equity is
coming from.
work with them. On the other side of
end of the market,
the coin, Branford has ultimately won
processes where the independent spon- there are enough
Fugazy: It does seem that family
sor won the first round but their equity
offices and independent sponsors are
financing didn’t come through. We hang great small
more frequently part of the process
around and try to say in touch in case
companies and
now. Are you finding more sellers are
an independent sponsor extends theminterested in patient capital today?
we can find them
selves and can’t get to a close.

at reasonable
Ginsberg: We hear hesitation from
Cox: LongueVue has enjoyed successbusiness owners on the buy-and-flip.
valuations.”
ful partnerships with two independent
We tend to believe that because we’re
sponsors, and we will continue to enoperationally involved in our portfolio
gage value-added independent sponsors as part of our
companies and truly want to enact change, it will take
sourcing strategy.
longer to add the kind of value we want to add. We will
Fugazy: From a lender’s perspective, when are you
looking at independent sponsors versus family office,
versus lower middle market private equity firms, who
do you prefer to work with?
Petersen: We come in a little bit little later in the
process. It’s been mentioned a couple of times; the
certainty of close becomes a much bigger deal. So

likely hold our investments longer than what is average
for private equity.
Lederer: When we were a family office, I don’t believe
there were too many opportunities that were won
because of a potentially longer hold period. I don’t
believe with the situations we’re seeing now that folks
are turned off by the fact that we will help for a finite
period of time until the sale to the next, best owner.
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